International trip support
ARINCDirect℠ international trip support

Experience the international difference

In today’s global economy, the need to travel to unfamiliar countries and airports creates an added set of pressures for the entire flight department. With more than 35 years of experience, ARINCDirect℠ international trip support from Rockwell Collins gives you all the tools you need to take the worry out of worldwide travel planning.

We make it easy to check weather and fuel prices along your route, confirm visa and passport requirements, obtain TSA waivers and submit APIS information, arrange for aircraft and passenger security at practically any destination around the world and create a detailed quote for the entire trip, including any special fees.

Pre-trip planning

ARINCDirect international trip support specialists work closely with your flight personnel to simplify and streamline every aspect of every trip. These services include:

› Ground handling arrangements – customs, aircraft parking, hotel, transportation and catering
› Landing/overflight permits
› APIS submissions and TSA waivers
› Flight planning services
› Weather resources – text weather, including weather outlooks and passenger-focused forecasts; graphical weather charts, including flight-level winds and significant weather; radar and satellite images
› Integration with ARINCDirect Flight Operations System (FOS®) scheduling software

In-flight

By continuously monitoring weather conditions, NOTAM, EUROCONTROL flow advisories and FAA preferred routings, we minimize your in-flight modifications. Our service provides custom computerized flight plans for a smooth ride that saves your flight operations time, fuel and money.

› NOTAM monitoring and weather brief
› Dedicated flight following
› Team of 24/7 meteorologists

On-ground

Airport service providers – Our worldwide network of agents and vendors provide premier levels of service and attention for your aircraft, crew and passengers while on the ground.

Card services – Specifically designed for business aviation, the ARINCDirect Fuel and Services card supports the credit and purchasing needs of aircraft operators worldwide and is available to private and corporate aircraft operators for the purchase of aviation related goods and services, such as ground handling, airport fees, navigation fees and contract fuel.
Post-trip

Our follow-up team consults with you after the trip has been completed to obtain vital information regarding the accuracy, performance and delivery of all products and services used during the trip.

Get simplified billing from a single source. The all-inclusive pricing and billing model for ARINCDirect fees, third-party fees and fuel eliminates many line item fees typically charged by other providers.

ARINCDirect℠ Flight Manager

Rockwell Collins’ ARINCDirect Flight Manager brings together many features and capabilities into one online location for all of your pre- and post-trip planning needs.

Working seamlessly with your dispatch and scheduling software, ARINCDirect Flight Manager gives planners, dispatchers and flight crews up-to-the-minute information affecting your flight anywhere in the world. Storms over the North Sea. Fuel shortages in Peru. ATC strikes in France. Runway closures in the United States. It’s all available to you, right now, with ARINCDirect Flight Manager.

ARINCDirect℠ Fuel

Your best choice for fuel around the globe.

Whether you’re flying across the state or halfway around the world, Rockwell Collins’ ARINCDirect Fuel services allow you to take advantage of one of business aviation’s most trusted providers for fuel pricing, procurement and management services.
A trusted global partner

For more than 25 years, Rockwell Collins has carefully cultivated global supplier sources and negotiated prices for regional, domestic and international fuel.

- Nearly 2,000 fuel-supply locations for competitive fuel prices worldwide
- Volume discounts, even if you are only taking on a minimal amount of fuel
- European Union VAT-compliant invoicing and the potential for VAT ‘exemptions’ and recovery
- Optimized for international currencies and exchange rates

User-friendly interface and menus allow ARINCDirect Flight Manager users to manage all their trip tasks, including:

- Trip tracking through several formats – calendar view, folder view, global view and advanced search features
- Fuel pricing by location and online fuel ordering
- Security updates including essential travel briefings
- Easy access to ARINCDirect card statements, third-party invoices and budget reports
- Aviation tools that include airport locator, time and distance calculator, alternate airports and Fuel Stop Analyzer
- Database of travelers, documents and flight histories

About Rockwell Collins

Rockwell Collins is a pioneer in the development and deployment of innovative communication and aviation electronic solutions for commercial and government applications. Our comprehensive ARINCDirect suite of flight support services brings together best-in-class flight planning, international trip support, cabin connectivity and flight operations management.

For more information, contact:

Rockwell Collins
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401 USA
24/7 Flight Operations Center
+1 410.266.2266 | +1 866.321.6060
arincdirect@rockwellcollins.com
rockwellcollins.com/arincdirect
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